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Name Calling Definition 

When using name-calling, negative labels are used to describe a person or item. It creates fear and 

arouses prejudices in the listeners. 

Name-calling denounces values, laughs at opponents, or puts down ideas. Labels with a negative 
connotation such as tree-huggers are often used. Slanted language loaded with emotions makes the 
audience feel uneasy. 

Advertisements use name-calling when one product puts down a similar product by saying theirs is 
superior. One product points out what is wrong with another. 

Political candidates also use name-calling to make their opponents appear undesirable. The idea is to link 

a person to a negative idea.  

 

Questions to Ask 
 
• What does the name mean? 
• What idea is associated with the person or idea? 
• How did the words make me feel? 
• Does the script appeal to emotions or intellect? 

• Is the purpose positive or negative? 
 



 

Teaching Order 
 

You will find blog posts for each of the following 
persuasive techniques: 
• Name Calling 
• Loaded Terms 
• Testimonial 
• Bandwagon 

 
These can be taught in any order, or you may wish 

to introduce all the techniques during one lesson 
using the organizer. 
 

 
How to Get the Digital Version of these Handouts 

 
Get Google Slides here. 
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If you didn’t get the organizer that goes over 
the definitions for the four persuasive devices, 

you will find in in the handout for Bandwagon 
here. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1idPbZ6y3i3j49z10spBrCgUc66Ys6i-YHbaiN4voXyY/copy
https://bookunitsteacher.com/writing/persuasive-techniques-bandwagon.pdf


It's a 10 Haircare "President Donald Trump“ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH2bCJ5xm9I 
 
Donald Trump was inaugurated on January 20, 2017. This 
advertisement played during the Super Bowl just a few 
weeks later. The ad begins with "America, we are in for 
at least 4 years of awful hair, so it's up to you to make up 
for it with great hair." Although Trump's name is not 
mentioned it is strongly implied that Trump is the person 

referred to as having awful hair. The ad features one 
person after another with outrageous hairstyles. The only 
conclusion is that the ad is making fun of Donald Trump's 
hair. 
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 T-Mobile "Drop The Balls“ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-D_mglFU0Gs 

 

Steve Harvey hosts this advertisement making it a testimonial as well as name-calling. In the advertisement, 
Harvey pokes fun at himself for naming the wrong winner at the 2016 Miss Universe pageant. This time he 
explains that he isn’t the one who is wrong this go around; Verizon is wrong. 

Cell phone companies have been using name-calling since they were first invented. This ad begins with… 

 

Hey Verizon! You’re WRONG! Again. 

 

Harvey goes on to explain how Verizon got it wrong. 

 

Verizon vs. AT&T "There's a Map For That“ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZPjJI0K7Bk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2t94e_f0Ec 
 
 
This is another example of the cell phone companies putting their competition down. In this ad, maps of 
coverage areas with the words "5X More" imply that AT&T phones will not work in large areas of the country. 
 
 

7 Best Funny Ads of Coca Cola vs Pepsi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0NpZKaSerg 
 

Optional Link TOP 5 Pepsi vs Coke commercials 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UR9hTcofU1E 
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Review of Propaganda Techniques with Cola Ads 

Tell which ad is best and explain why. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Coke Zero Sugar |  

Joel Embiid 

Coca-Cola | 

Chimney | Real 

Magic 

Pepsi MAX | Coca-

Cola's truck-driving 

Santa 

Pepsi | Play To 

Inspire 

Coca-Cola | 

Holidays Are 

Coming 

Which 

propagand

a Technique  

is used? 

Tell whether 

the ad 

appeals to 

your 

emotions, 

logic, or 

company’s 

reliability. 
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Coke Zero Sugar |  

Joel Embiid  

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=Jg

9YvtvW8bo 

Coca-Cola | 

Chimney | Real 

Magic 

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=0UU

pyKFPimY 

Pepsi MAX | Coca-

Cola's truck-driving 

Santa 

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=CD

37_EHRXXE 

Alternative 

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=G9

gELLKZpDI 

Pepsi | Play To 

Inspire 

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=x25

04RlSqqk 

Coca-Cola | 

Holidays Are Coming 

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=6wt

xogfPieA 

 

Which 

propaganda 

Technique  is 

used? 

Testimonial –  

Dr Joel  drinks Coke. 

Loaded Words – 

Christmas is magic 

when we share it. 

Name calling - 

For years, Coca-Cola 

has advertised that 

Santa drinks their 

product.  This 

commercial shows 

Santa driving the 

Coca-Cola truck to 

purchase a Pepsi. 

Testimonial - soccer 

superstars and music 

artists 

Loaded Words 

Whose to say… 

• reach the top 

• power 

• own the stage 

• Whose best? 

Bandwagon – 

Everyone runs to see 

the parade of Coca-

Cola trunks. 

Tell whether 

the ad 

appeals to 

your 

emotions, 

logic, or 

company’s 

reliability. 

This ad does make 

the viewer stop and 

think. What does 

“Debate the 

goatness” mean? 

(G.O.A.T. greatest 

of all time) The 

campaign sparks 

the debate about 

who/what is the 

greatest. 

This ad appeal s to 

emotions. The entire 

apartment building is 

filled with neighbors 

who get together on 

Christmas to share a 

Coke. 

The ad makes the 

viewer stop and think 

“What?  Santa drinks 

Coke. It’s a clever 

twist on an old 

tradition. 

This ad appeals to 

emotions with its 

catchy song, bright 

colors, and 

superstars. 

This ad appeals to 

emotions. Everyone is 

happy as the Coke 

trunks drive into 

town. The ad ends 

with a positive 

message to recycle. 

Review of Propaganda Techniques with Cola Ads Answer Key 

Tell which ad is best and explain why. 

Answers will vary. 
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Propaganda Techniques 
 

Which propaganda technique uses emotional appeal the best? Explain why. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Which propaganda technique uses logic to sell the product the best? Explain why. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Which propaganda technique best shows the company is trustworthy? Explain why. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Which propaganda technique makes the viewer question the reliability of the company? Explain why. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Name one advertisement that used a mixed set of propaganda techniques to market their product. Explain 
why this is or isn’t an effective strategy. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

If you were in advertising, which technique would you most likely use the most? Explain why. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  



  

Teachers Pay 
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http://www.teacherspayte
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Visit my 

website at  

http://bookunitsteacher
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Visit me on 

Pinterest at 

http://www.pinterest.com

/lindagaymiller/ 
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